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The current Long Live Demon Lotus is a supernatural soldier!
The first impact just now was really just a small test.
It was the Long Live Demon Lotus who used her own purely to attack the Minghuang Earth Pagoda.
But even with such a small test, in this first impact, Minghuang Dadi Pagoda clearly felt the formidable
coercion, and gave birth to endless fear.
This second impact is the real strength of Long Live Demon Lotus!
Today’s Long Live Demon Lotus has two magical gifts!
It directly cut through the space and appeared in front of Wen Ren Tianyi, even if it was very short, it
was already shocking.
This is the power of space.
And it directly freezes the tower clothing, or even freezes the tower clothing, which is the frosty
power of the Long Live Demon Lotus!
Frost breaks everything, but it’s not a casual boast.
Even if this is the Minghuang Dadi Pagoda!
Even if this is the strongest defensive magic weapon among the nine sects!
In front of Wiliam’s Long Live Demon Lotus, it was very hard to withstand a single blow!
And this crisp crashing sound also resounded in the minds of Wenren Tianyi and Wenren Tianqing!
Their minds felt like they burst instantly!
Only one thought!
That is impossible!
Shattering the tower in a flash, this is a miracle that is impossible in their cognition!
If the quality of the Long Live Demon Lotus is better than that of the Minghuang Dadi Pagoda, it will
take a long time at least to slowly grind the tower clothing.
But now, just between a few breaths!
Can only explain one thing!

The quality of Long Live Demon Lotus is much better than Minghuang Dadi Pagoda!
A terrifying thought emerged in the hearts of the two!
Extraordinary soldiers!
Only extraordinary magical soldiers can have unparalleled suppression of magical soldiers!
But is it possible!
Among the nine sects, there have been extraordinary soldiers!
Shouldn’t this exist in the six laws and three heavens!
Why is it here!
It still appeared in Wiliam’s hands!
Moreover, Wiliam had already shown Long Live Demon Lotus when he left.
At that time, the Long Live Demon Lotus was strong and strong, but it was not to the point of brutal
suppression!
What has Long Live Demon Lotus experienced in just a few days!
Wen Ren Tianyi was about to reconsolidate the tower clothing, but immediately discovered another
fact that suffocated him!
The tower is broken!
Unlike the past, after the tower clothing is slowly grinded, it will condense again!
There was no sound at all in the current Tayi under his call.
Wen Ren Tianyi looked up at the ground, and his eyes were red!
The tower clothing has been restored to the form of the Minghuang Dadi Pagoda.
However, the Minghuang Dadi Pagoda has been broken in two!
Long live the demon lotus’s blow directly destroyed the Minghuang Dadi Pagoda!
The Nine Sects’ strongest defensive soldiers were destroyed like this!
Feelings of coldness and fear grew in Wen Ren Tianyi’s mind, and they could not be suppressed at all!
How strong is Wiliam now that he can smash the Minghuang Earth Tower in one blow!
Moreover, what made him feel even more grief and indignation is that the Minghuang Dadi Pagoda
was destroyed, how should he explain to the sect!
Countless thoughts were intertwined in his heart, Wen Ren Tianyi had lost any thought of resistance.

On top of his head, there was a flickering demon red lotus hanging!
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After smashing the Minghuang Earth Pagoda just now, these little red lotuses gathered again into a
monster red lotus, the whole body was red, and occasionally there was a flash of ice blue light.
Wenren Tianyi’s knees slowly fell to his knees.
Naturally, he wasn’t as Wiliam asked before, calling for grandpa in three knees and nine kowtows.
He was weak all over, knelt down and looked at the broken Minghuang Earth Tower, his heart twisted
like a knife.
“Get off,” Wiliam said lightly, standing not far from him.
It was Wenren Tianqing who took the lead in reacting, pulling up Wenren Tianyi on the ground, and
collecting it together with the broken Minghuang Dadi Pagoda, and hurriedly walked outside.
Wen Ren Tianqing didn’t even dare to look at Wiliam again.
At this moment, Wiliam had become a real god of murder in his eyes!
Before he lost to Wiliam, he was still unwilling!
But now, even the long-established eldest brother is defeated in his hands without blood.
After Wiliam summoned the Long Live Demon Lotus, he almost didn’t have to spend any more effort!
His eldest brother collapsed, and the strongest defensive soldier was also destroyed.
Such Wiliam has the real strength of a strong man!
Wen Ren Tianqing could only take his eldest brother and leave first, otherwise he might change his
mind and leave both of them here.
Seeing the two leave, Wiliam’s mouth twitched slightly.
This matter, he knew it was a trick after all.
But not because of myself, but because of Wenren Tianyi.
Wenren Tianyi is a real warrior in the congenital secret realm.
If Wiliam’s real sword and real spear were to compete with him, although he was sure of winning, it
would take some time.

Where is it like now, if the opponent’s magic weapon is broken, the opponent will completely lose the
ability to resist.
The reason is that Wenren Tianyi relies too much on his Minghuang Dadi Pagoda.
Minghuang Dadi Tower is very strong, but the stronger it is, the more it creates Wenren Tianyi’s
dependence on it.
If Wenren Tianyi went violently at this moment, and continued to compete with Wiliam with his innate
secret realm strength, he would also be invincible for a period of time.
It’s a pity that people are like this.
Once the strongest faith is shattered, it is completely degraded.
This is Wenren Tianyi’s biggest failure today.
It is also the biggest shackle for his future martial arts realm.
When both of them disappeared, a figure appeared in front of Wiliam.
It is Liu Yuntian.
At this moment, Liu Yuntian’s entire face was filled with disbelief and excitement.
He was hiding in the dark just now, watching what happened inside.
Today is the first time he saw Wiliam make a move!
In his heart, the expectations for Wiliam were already high.
However, he defeated a long-famous congenital secret realm warrior in an instant, and he was still one
of the veteran elders of the nine sects.
Even the most famous defensive soldier in the opponent’s hand was directly cut off by Wiliam.
These facts, which is not shocking!
And all he did was this young man who seemed calm before him.
Amazing!
Not only did Wiliam reach the pinnacle of his medical skills, his martial arts achievements are also
impressive!
If Wiliam can participate in this Nine Sect Qualifying Tournament, no matter which sect he represents,
then this sect will surely soar into the sky!
Under the current rules, he is completely and capable of bringing an unknown sect to the nine sects
with his own power!
He is the strongest BUG!

At this time, Liu Yuntian finally understood one thing Wiliam had told him before.
In the past few days, Liu Yuntian secretly spread the news of Wiliam defeating Wenren Tianqing
among the various sects, which attracted the attention of many sects.
Whether it is the big sect or the small sect, people have been coming to Wiliam over the past few days,
but they were all prejudged by Wiliam in advance.
Wiliam confessed to Liu Yuntian to let the various sects visit again today.
Liu Yuntian didn’t know why he chose today, but now he understands.
What made him even more crazy was that Liu Yuntian arranged these people in a big room under
Wiliam’s instruction.
In this big room, you can directly see Wiliam’s current living room through the monitoring!
In other words!
Those sect masters who came to visit Wiliam today have all witnessed Wiliam’s miracle of defeating
Wenren Tianyi!
This group of people are going crazy!

